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I come from Bhopal, the city of lakes. I like the beauty and the calmness of this city, which also 

resonates with my personality. I prefer quietness over loudness .I like to spend time with myself and 

observe things. I am an avid reader of books. I like to read fiction. My favorite authors are Mario Puzo and  

Ayn Rand. I also like to play cricket. My core competencies are- I can perform under adverse conditions, I 

am hard working and passionate to learn things. Coming  from a middle class family, I had many 

aspirations. Some have been accomplished and others will also be accomplished hopefully. I like to keep 

small company and thus have few friends but I share a close relationship with them. I also share a very 

open relationship with parents. My parents have supported me in every decision of my life. 

 

Since childhood, I had a curiosity to learn new things. I used to participate in many extra-

curricular activities and cultural events in school. In 9
th
 standard, I won a second position in District level 

Mock-Parliament speech competition. I have been a bright student since school. I scored distinction in my 

10
th
  and 12

th
 standard. I achieved a good rank in AIEEE and decided to pursue engineering from NIT-

Bhopal, which is in my hometown. In the four years of my engineering, I have acquired analytical and 

logical skills. I did my minor project on “ACCOUSTIC GUIDANCE SYSTEM”.  My current project is on 

“COMMUNICATION SYSTEM FOR SPEECH IMPAIRED PERSONS”. I learnt problem-solving skills 

through these projects and it also enhanced  the logical bent of my mind.  

 

Now, I need to supplement  these skills with managerial skills through practical simulation of 

business situations in a competitive learning environment. This will help me develop conceptual clarity 

and will also equip me with the skill-set required to become a competent manager handling diverse 

managerial functions at global level.  I would also look to learn people’s skills, street smartness and how 

business in conducted in the corporate world. I would participate in clubs, social initiatives and student 

self-governance initiatives which will help in developing leadership skills. Later in life, I aspire to contribute 

at the strategic levels of management in an organization which offers me opportunities of career growth. 

The Post Graduate Programme in Management from this prestigious institute will provide me the platform 

to achieve these objectives.  

 

I am confident that at IIMB, I shall be encouraged to transcend horizons, to take up positions of 

responsibility and leadership and build a strong sense of motivation and that the reputed faculty shall 

equip me with the necessary knowledge and skills required  to achieve my dreams.  

 


